The Reaching Out LGBTQ MBA Fellowship is a competitive Fellowship awarded to 1-2 LGBTQ or active ally students at participating MBA programs. Selected Fellows should not only demonstrate strong academic skills, but should demonstrate the capacity to be a leader for the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer community.

In addition to the financial support provided through Fellowships awarded by participating schools, LGBTQ MBA Fellows have access to benefits that are designed to highlight them to Reaching Out’s 80+ corporate partners, connect them to network of 10,000+ peers and alumni that extend beyond their campus, and allow them to develop as out LGBTQ and active ally leaders.

To learn more about Reaching Out & the LGBTQ MBA Fellowship visit: [http://www.reachingoutmba.org/lgbtmbafellowship](http://www.reachingoutmba.org/lgbtmbafellowship)

Fellowship Benefits….

- Minimum $10,000/year or $20,000 total of scholarship support. Collectively the class of 2018 will receive over $1,000,000 in support for both years they are enrolled in business school.

- Free registration for all Reaching OUT Events including the annual ROMBA Conference, LGBT MBA Treks, Out Women in Business Summit, LGBT Leadership Summit and more…

- Special Fellow exclusive events including a reception at the annual ROMBA Conference, the opportunity to meet with LGBTQ speakers and leaders (the class of 2018 met Zachary Quinto & Aydian Dowling), and attending a leadership development retreat with your Fellowship cohort (all expenses paid).

- Invitations to on-line and off-line professional development events; Fellows have been invited to represent Reaching Out at the LGBT Tech Summit at the White House, Out on the Street, Next Generation LGBT Leaders and more.

- Exclusive mentorship matching with members from Reaching Out’s community of 10,000 alumni and professionals

- Lifetime Reaching Out Membership, which includes unlimited access to job boards and post-graduate networking opportunities